ABSTRACT Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of several battery powered sensor nodes. The sensing coverage of the Field of Interest (FoI) is an important function of the sensor nodes in connected WSNs. A FoI is said to be covered if each point in the FoI is monitored by at least one sensor node. Due to small size, battery power supply, simple architecture, and light weight Operating System of the sensor nodes, maintaining the desired coverage of the FoI consists various issues and challenges in a connected WSN. This paper surveys the existing work done to address various issues and challenges for solving the coverage and connectivity problems in WSNs. Our discussion emphasis on sensing models, classification of coverage, research issues in WSNs and practical challenges in deployment of WSNs. We review a brief but complete overview of the various solutions of coverage problems in connected WSNs and describing insights into issues and challenges for research in this area.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) find their applications in various domains of ubiquitous and pervasive computing. This is because of low-cost, low-power consumption, light weight, and advancement in wireless communication technology [1] - [8] . A sensor node in WSNs is a multi-functional device that consists the following units: sensor unit, which is composed of two subunits namely sensor unit and an analog-to-digital converter unit, data processing and storage unit, data transmission unit, and a power supply unit. The sensor nodes are self-governing entities that autonomously collaborate to sense, collect the sensory data, process the information, and transmit processed data to the base station. The base station processes the data received from sensor nodes and triggers an action for the event monitored [9] - [11] .
Monitoring of the targets in the given Field of Interest (FoI) is an important task of the WSNs. Physical stimulus (such as heat, light, sound, or pressure) is also act as the targets in WSNs. A sensor node detects, converts the quantity of the physical stimulus into a recordable signal, and digitalizes to produce sensory data. The monitoring of the targets illustrates how well the given FoI is monitored by the deployed sensor nodes. The communication of the sensory data or information of the target to the sink, is also an important metric to measure the quality of the WSNs [12] - [14] . The sensor nodes in WSNs for monitoring the FoI and communicate the sensory data, are powered by the batteries. It is important to reduce the energy consumption of the sensor nodes during the monitoring of the FoI and connectivity of the WSNs. This is because the batteries of such sensor nodes may not be accessible for recharge and replacement.
Targets or physical stimulus in WSNs can be deterministic located inside the FoI, randomly scattered in the FoI, or on the boundary of the FoI. Such targets may change their initial location with time. Based on the requirement of monitoring of the targets, coverage can be classified into three categories: area coverage, point coverage, and barrier coverage [1] , [15] - [17] . The objective of the area coverage is to monitor the FoI by a set of deployed active sensor nodes. Next, target coverage, which is also known as point coverage, is to monitoring the given targets on the fixed locations inside the FoI. Finally, the barrier coverage is used to monitor the border of the given FoI. It helps to detect the intrusion or TABLE 1. Illustration of sensor nodes in WSNs [22] .
monitor the movements on the border of the FoI. The coverage ratio of the FoI at a given time instance is defined as the ratio of the detected targets to the total available targets in the FoI [18] , [19] . The Critical Sensor Density (CSD) of the sensor node is the ratio of the deployed sensor nodes in the FoI to the total area of the FoI.
The existing work in connected WSNs mainly focuses on designing of a minimum cost WSN and an energy efficient WSN for the desired level of monitoring of targets in the FoI [12] , [20] . The work in designing of a minimum cost WSN answering the following question: What is the CSD of a connected WSN required for the desired level of monitoring of the FoI?. The authors proposed the analysis for estimating the CSD for desired level of monitoring of the FoI using connected WSNs. In an energy efficiency WSN, the authors address the following question: Is a sensor node redundant for the desired level of coverage in a densely deployed connected WSN?. The authors first estimate the sensing region of a sensor node that is covered by other sensor nodes and turned off the sensor node for reducing the power consumption and enhancing the network lifetime. Designing of a WSN for the desire level of coverage and connectivity considers various issues, such as the dimension of the FoI, kinematics of sensor nodes, heterogeneity in monitoring and communication radii, and shape of sensing and communication regions of sensor nodes [21] .
This paper reviews the existing work on the design of WSNs for the desired coverage and connectivity. We mainly focus on area or blanket coverage of the FoI. The next section introduces the sensor networks, components of a sensor node, monitoring of the FoI, and network connectivity. We also introduce the sensor coverage models in this section. Issues in WSNs are discussed in Section III. Here, we also discuss some practical challenges in designing of a WSN, such as fault tolerance and border effects. Section IV describes recent solutions for estimating the coverage of the FoI. Such solutions help to design the cost effective and energy efficient WSNs. Coverage and connectivity problems and solutions are discussed in Section V. Finally, the conclusion of the paper is given in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce components of a sensor node in WSNs and definitions used in this work. We discuss the binary and probabilistic sensor coverage models. Table 2 illustrates the notations used in this work.
A. COMPONENTS OF A SENSOR NODE IN WSNs
A WSN consists of several sensor nodes, they can communicate with each others. The main components of a sensor node are sensing, communication, processing, and storage units. Fig. 2 illustrates the components of a sensor node in WSNs. Table 1 summarizes the components of sensor nodes [22] .
1) SENSING UNIT
A sensor node in WSNs consists of sensing unit, which interacts with the physical world around the sensor node. Based on the working principle, sensor nodes in WSNs can be classified into the following categories: active and passive sensor nodes. An active sensor node is a monitoring device used for measuring the signal strength emitted by the sensor node that were reflected by the target. The active sensor requires extra power source for generating the signals. A passive sensor measures the signal strength emitted from the physical environment. Different from active sensor nodes, the passive sensor does not require any extra power source for generating the signals. It is, therefore the passive sensor nodes consume less energy than active sensor nodes. Fig. 1 
3) PROCESSING UNIT
A processing unit in a sensor node interacts with the components and executes the software. Sensor nodes in WSNs have different types of processors based on their tasks, such as, microprocessors, microcontrollers, low power digital signal processors, communication processors, and application specific integrated circuits for certain special tasks.
4) STORAGE UNIT
The current sensor nodes have relatively small and low cost storage unit. Such storage unit saves the instruction sets and sensory data. They most often consist of random access memory, read-only memory, static random-access memory, and non-volatile memory.
B. COVERAGE MODELS
The coverage models in WSNs measure the monitoring capability of the occurring events in the FoI. The coverage model creates a relationship between the Euclidean distance of a sensor node from the physical point and a nonnegative realvalue number known as sensitivity. Based on the detection probability of the events in the FoI, the coverage model in the literature can be classified into the following two categories: binary coverage model and probabilistic coverage model.
1) BINARY COVERAGE MODEL
The probability of monitoring of an event in the sensing region of the sensor nodes is constant in binary coverage model. It is also known as Binary Disc Sensing (BDS) model, deterministic disc coverage model, boolean coverage model, or 0/1 coverage model. Let the sensing range of a sensor node s i is denoted by S i . The location of a sensor node s i is denoted by ξ i . The Euclidean distance between the locations a and b is denoted by d(a, b) . The probability of coverage of a point p by a sensor node s i in BDS model is given by:
2) PROBABILISTIC COVERAGE MODEL
The binary coverage model requires high accuracy and does not reflect the real behavior of sensor unit. Thus, the binary coverage model can be extended by adding the probability of monitoring the events, called Probabilistic Sensing Coverage (PSC) model. In PSC model, a sensor node s i would detect an object at point p with probability e −ωd(p,ξ i ) α at a distance less than or equal to the sensing range of the sensor node s i , where ω denotes the physical characteristic of s i and α is the path-loss exponent [1] . Formally, the probability of coverage of a point p by a sensor node s i in PSC model is given by: Fig. 3 shows the impact of ω on the probability of coverage for PSC model and BDS model, for ω = {0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04} and S i = 50m. Eq. 2 illustrates a simple PSC model. The authors in [24] used other PSC models, such as Elfes sensing model and Shadow-fading sensing model. Let R be the starting distance of uncertainty in sensor detection, where distance
. In Elfes sensing model, the coverage of a given point p by a sensor node s i of S i sensing range is defined as:
The Shadow-fading sensing model is given by:
C. CLASSIFICATION OF COVERAGE IN WSNs
Based on the requirement of monitoring of the targets, coverage can be classified into the following types: 
1) AREA COVERAGE
The area coverage, which is also known as blanket coverage, is to monitor the FoI by a set of deployed sensor nodes in WSNs. Part (a) of Fig. 4 illustrates an example of a randomly deployed WSN to monitor a given FoI, where circles represent the sensing range of the sensor nodes.
2) TARGET COVERAGE
The target coverage, which is also known as point coverage, is to monitoring the given targets in the FoI. Part (b) of Fig. 4 illustrates a target coverage scenario where three sensor nodes are deployed to monitor the five targets in the FoI. Targets t 1 , t 3 , and t 4 are covered by only one sensor node. The other targets t 2 and t 5 , are simultaneously covered by two sensor nodes. The target coverage reduces the energy consumption because it monitors only the given location of targets in the FoI.
3) BARRIER COVERAGE
The main objective of barrier coverage concerns with constructing a barrier for intrusion detection. If any intrusion takes place along the barrier, then sensor nodes can detect the intrusion. Barrier coverage is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Based on the quality of the detection of the events on the boundary of the FoI, barrier coverage can be divided into the following two categories: weak barrier coverage and strong barrier coverage. Weak barrier coverage consists some uncovered region or holes as shown in part (b) of Fig. 5 . It only ensures the tracking of the targets moving along congruent paths. However, there are some paths which may be complex and cannot be detected by any sensor [25] . Different from the weak barrier coverage, the strong barrier coverage ensures that the intruders must be monitored or tracked by the sensor nodes. Part (a) of Fig. 5 illustrates two barrier coverage where an intrusion detected by at least two sensor nodes.
III. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FOR SOLVING THE COVERAGE AND CONNECTIVITY PROBLEMS
In this section, we discuss the following design issues in WSNs for coverage problem: deployment methods, sensor node types, mobility of sensor nodes, dimension of the FoI, solution approaches, fault tolerance, network connectivity, and maximize the network lifetime. [26] . The deterministic deployment method, also known as grid deployment, locates the sensor nodes in a pre-estimated locations in the FoI. The deterministic deployment of sensor nodes can be divided the FoI into regular (i.e., square, triangle, and hexagon) pattern and irregular pattern [27] . The sensor nodes are placed on the vertices of a given pattern. Some applications, which are permitted for deterministic deployment of sensor nodes, the positions of the sensor nodes can be optimized to achieve the desired level of target monitoring, connectivity in WSNs, minimize the network cost, and maximize the residual energy of the sensor nodes. However, some scenarios of WSNs such as inaccessibility (enemy region, tough terrain) or cost of deployment, are not permitted to have deterministic deployment. The deterministic deployment and random deployment are demonstrated in Fig. 6 .
B. HOMOGENEOUS VS. HETEROGENEOUS WSNs
A homogeneous WSN consists of equal ability sensor nodes in term of sensing and communication radii, energy, storage, and software, etc. The coverage and connectivity of WSNs in homogeneous environment have been studied very well in [28] - [32] . However, it is not feasible or practically possible to keep homogeneity in the whole network life. The following issues show that to keep the homogeneity in WSNs is not feasible or impractical.
• The first issue is the cost of the WSNs. A high cost sensor node consists the high computational power. A WSN is said to be cost effective if it consists low cost and high cost sensor nodes for simple and complex tasks, respectively. • Due to fast changes in computer architecture, it is very infeasible to find the same type of sensor nodes for re-deployment of WSNs. The re-deployment of sensor nodes is therefore another issue for creating the heterogeneity in WSNs.
• Energy-efficiency in WSNs also creates the heterogeneity in WSNs. Some sensor nodes adjust their communication and sensing ranges based on the requirement of the WSNs. Such adjustment in the ranges helps to reduce the energy-consumption, but creates the heterogeneity in WSNs [33] . Fig. 7 illustrates a scenario where two unequal sensing range (R s1 and R s2 ) of sensor nodes are deployed in the FoI.
C. STATIC VS. MOBILE WSNs
The sensor nodes in static WSNs do not change the locations. A WSN is said to be mobile if the sensor nodes change the locations based on the requirement of the network. The mobility of sensor nodes in WSNs helps to enhance the quality of services of WSNs. A high cost sensor node in mobile WSNs is sufficient to monitor the FoI in different time and therefore helps to reduce the cost of the network. However, a mobile sensor node for changing the location requires extra power consumption. Some environmental factors (e.g., wind and water flow) also add the mobility in WSNs. The mobility in WSNs also creates a new research issue known as path planning of the sensor nodes. Such research mainly focuses on to find a path of the sensor node from its current location to the next destination location based on the requirement of the network [34] - [39] . The path finding problem is more challenging in mobile WSNs when obstacles are present in the FoI [40] .
D. DIRECTIONAL VS. OMNI-DIRECTIONAL WSNs
A target in the FoI is said to tracked by a sensor node if it lies in the sensing region of the sensor node. The WSNs can be classified into the following two categories based on the shape of the sensing region of the sensor nodes: directional and omni-directional WSNs. Directional WSNs consist the sensor nodes whose sensing region is bounded in a fixed direction. The directional sensor node cannot be detected the targets in other directions, even the distance between the target and the sensor node in not more than the sensing range of VOLUME 6, 2018 the sensor node. Differs from the directional WSNs, an omnidirectional sensor node monitors equally in all directions. The main advantages in directional WSNs are energy-efficient and low interference problem. Due to monitoring only in a given direction, it consumes less energy. The direction of a sensing node is fixed so overlapping of the sensing regions of other neighbour sensing nodes is less and therefore reduces the interference problem. Examples of such directional sensor nodes are camera sensors, multimedia sensors, infrared sensors, ultrasonic sensors, and radar sensors [12] . Fig. 8 illustrations of a directional WSN. Similar as the shape of the sensing region, the shape of the communication region of the sensor nodes is directional and omni-directional. An omnidirectional communication region based sensor node can communicate with other sensing nodes only if the locations of the sensor nodes lie inside the communication regions of the sensor nodes [41] - [45] .
E. TWO-DIMENSIONAL VS. THREE-DIMENSIONAL WSNs
The shape of the FoI plays an important role for selecting the appropriate sensor nodes and existing solutions of coverage and connectivity problems. Most of the existing research work in coverage and connectivity issues, focus on two-dimensional WSNs which assumes that the sensor nodes are deployed in two-dimensional FoI. However, most of the real world WSNs application scenarios support the threedimensional model such as underwater monitoring, multistorage structure monitoring, tree height monitoring, etc. The three-dimensional WSNs is more suitable for monitoring the targets in such scenarios [12] , [46] . The following points illustrate that the existing work for two-dimensional WSNs cannot be extended for solving the coverage and connectivity problems in three-dimensional WSNs.
• The existing work uses computational geometry based approaches such as Voronoi diagram or power diagram, for estimating the redundancy of the sensor nodes in densely deployed WSNs. The time and computational complexities of such computational geometry based approaches are very high in case of three-dimensional and therefore not suitable for low cost sensor nodes.
• The number of neighbor sensor nodes is very high in three-dimensional WSNs as compare to the twodimensional WSNs. Therefore, the memory based protocols in WSNs are required huge space for saving the neighbors information in three-dimensional WSNs.
• The probabilistic based approaches for solving the coverage and connectivity problems assume that the FoI does not consider the border. It is suitable only if the ratio of the border region and the total region is very small. However, it is not true. The border effects in threedimensional WSNs is very high.
Such points illustrate that the shape of the FoI is an important issue and the coverage and connectivity problems in three-dimensional WSNs must be addressed in future research. Fig. 8 illustrates a directional WSN where a number of directional sensor nodes are randomly deployed in a 3D FoI to execute a specific monitoring task [12] .
F. CENTRALIZED VS. DISTRIBUTED APPROACHES
Based on the WSNs topology and application scenarios, the existing solutions for solving the coverage and connectivity problem can be classified into the following two categories. The centralized solution consists a high end sensor node which collects the global information or sensory data, process and runs the algorithm, and communicates the solution to the sensor nodes. The distributed solution does not require a high end node. All sensor nodes in the WSNs locally collect the sensory data from their neighbours, solve the problem, and share the solution. The centralized solutions are suitable when network size is small and the global decision is needed. However, such solutions are not feasible in large scale WSNs. The distributed solutions work well when the network is more dynamic (such as mobile WSNs) and size of the network is large [47] . The utility of the centralized and distributed approaches in WSNs depends up to the network scenarios and applications.
G. FAULT TOLERANT IN WSNs
A WSN may become faulty due to the hardware issues, environmental factors, or human interference. Various techniques are proposed in the literature for handling the faults in WSNs. A common solution for handling the faults in WSNs, is to deploy extra sensor nodes and use them as backup during faulty time. Such solutions use the term redundancy degree, which is defined as the number of sensor nodes cover a target in the FoI. A fault tolerance WSN consists high redundancy degree. A FoI is said to be k-covered If each point in the FoI is covered by at k sensor nodes in WSNs, where k ≥ 1 [48] .
The k-coverage ratio of the FoI is equal to the fraction of the k-covered points to the total points in the FoI. The fault tolerant solutions in WSNs increase the cost of the network but also provides the robustness. Part (b) of Fig. 4 illustrates that the target t 2 is still covered even one sensor got failed.
H. MAXIMIZING NETWORK LIFETIME
Maximizing the network lifetime is expected by many monitoring applications. However, it is difficult to recharge the randomly deployed battery powered sensor nodes. The exiting solutions for coverage and connectivity problem presented various techniques for prolonging the network lifetime while ensuring the desired quality of services. A common technique for maximizing the network lifetime, is to schedule the redundant sensor nodes into sleep state while preserving the network property (e.g., network connectivity and desired coverage degree) [20] , [49] , [50] . The other approaches are the reduce the broadcast messages, select the coordinator nodes for relaying the sensory data, and share the sensory data only in a given time instance [51] - [53] .
I. BORDER EFFECTS
Some application scenarios of WSNs support only random deployment of sensor nodes, such as deployment of sensor nodes in forest region, chemical plant monitoring, nuclear plant monitoring, etc. Due to the random deployment of sensor nodes, some sensor nodes are placed near the boundary of the FoI. The sensing region of such sensor nodes are not fully useful for monitoring the FoI. Such partial useful sensing region of the sensor nodes reduces the utility of WSNs. The literature in WSNs for coverage and connectivity considers this issue and called as border effects [1] , [54] . Part (a) of Fig. 9 illustrates a scenario where sensor nodes are randomly deployed in a three-dimensional FoI with depth b, length l, and height h. Part (b) of Fig. 9 illustrates that there is no border effect and whole sensing region is useful for monitoring. However, it is not true for border deployed sensor nodes as shown in part (c) of Fig. 9 . The existing work uses torus shaped FoI, infinite shaped FoI, and computational geometry based solutions for handling the border effects in WSNs.
IV. APPROACHES FOR SOLVING COVERAGE PROBLEMS
In this section, we review the existing work that are used for solving the coverage problems in WSNs. We classify the existing work into the computational geometry and probabilistic based approaches. We considered the design issues and challenges as discussed in the previous section.
A. COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY BASED APPROACHES
Voronoi diagram, Delaunay triangulation, and Power diagram are widely used for solving the WSN problems such as coverage estimation, reducing the overall memory requirement, preventing the transmission of redundant communication messages, and optimization in WSNs [2] - [8] , [55] - [66] . This section reviews the existing work that solves the coverage and connectivity problems using computational geometry approaches. A Voronoi diagram in computational geometry partitions a given plane into disjoint regions or convex polygons based on distance to points in a specific subset of the plane. The literature uses Voronoi diagram for solving the problem, where the plane is the FoI and the points are the randomly deployed sensor nodes in the WSNs. Based on the definition of Voronoi diagram, a convex polygon is covered by the sensing region of the sensor node that lies inside the polygon. It is also true that if a point in a polygon is not covered by its sensor node then it is definitely uncovered point. The Voronoi diagram is suitable for homogeneous WSNs, where the sensor nodes of equal sensing range are deployed in the FoI [3] , [4] . The power diagram, also called a Laguerre-Voronoi diagram or weighted Voronoi diagram, uses the smallest power distance for a particular circle. Such circles are the sensing regions of sensor nodes in two-dimensional WSNs. The authors in heterogeneous WSNs assumed that the sensing region of sensor nodes are nothing but the circles with different radii [6] .
1) TWO-DIMENSIONAL WSNs
Carbunar et al. [63] , [64] addressed the problem of determining and eliminating the coverage redundancy in a given WSN with a view to prolong the lifetime of WSNs. They utilized Voronoi diagram to determine the coverage of homogeneous WSNs and Multiplicatively Weighted Voronoi Diagram (MWVD) for heterogeneous WSNs. The authors also solved the coverage-boundary detection problem. The objective of the problem is to detect where a given sensor node is located near the boundary of the FoI, called as a boundary sensor node in the network. Such sensor nodes create the border effects in the WSNs. The authors used Voronoi diagram and proved that a sensor node is the boundary sensor node if and only if there exist some non-overlapping region between the Voronoi polygon region and the sensing region of the sensor node. Finally, the authors proposed a distributed network maintenance algorithm for updating failure and joining of new sensor nodes in the existing WSNs. The sensor nodes use such information for determining and eliminating the coverage redundancy in the updated WSN. Let n be the number of sensor nodes in the network. The time complexity of the proposed work is O(nlogn).
2) D-DIMENSIONAL WSNs
So and Ye [62] used Voronoi and power diagram for solving the coverage problem in d-dimension WSNs, where d ≥ 1. Authors determined whether a given FoI is sufficiently k-covered by a given set of n sensor nodes in O(n log n + nk 2 ) time. The solution of this problem will run in O(n 3 ) and O(n 4 
3) COVERAGE AND CONNECTIVITY IN WSNs
Jiang et al. [67] considered a coverage and connectivity problem, which aim to construct minimal connected cover sets that are sufficient for the desired quality of service in WSNs. The basic idea is to calculate the cover set and then make it connected. They proposed an algorithm to select minimum required sensor nodes for the desired level of coverage using Voronoi tessellation. The main advantage of the proposed work is to prolong the network lifetime. However, it is a centralized algorithm and therefore not suitable for a large scale WSN. The authors also proved that if communication range is less than twice the sensing range, the WSNs is not connected. Authors solved this problem by designing a steiner minimum tree based algorithm to compute the minimal set of additional sensor nodes needed to make a connected cover set.
4) SENSOR NODES LOCATION-FREE SOLUTIONS FOR COVERAGE
A localized Voronoi diagram based distributed algorithm for solving the coverage and redundancy eliminating problem has been proposed by Boukerche and Fei [31] . A sensor node in the network calculates the location information of neighbor nodes by using the directional antennas. The advancement of the proposed work that it does not require any global location and therefore reduces the power consumption and cost of the location finding devices. The algorithm used Voronoi tessellation and discovered fully sponsored sensor nodes without error. Such sponsored sensor nodes are identified by estimating the coverage redundancy of Voronoi cells. The Voronoi cells in the FoI are created by using the deployed sensor nodes. Let m be the number of sites involved in generating such Voronoi cells. The time complexity of the proposed work is O(mlogm) which is less than the work proposed in [63] and [64] .
5) MOBILITY IN WSNs
Authors in [31] , [62] - [64] , [67] , and [77] assumed that the sensor nodes are static and locations of randomly deployed sensor nodes are fixed. The random deployment of sensor nodes creates a non-uniform sensor node density scenario in the FoI, i.e., some part of the FoI is covered by more number of sensor nodes and others are uncovered. The environmental factors, such as wind and water flow, are also the causes of non-uniform sensor node density in the FoI. Sensor node mobility provides a solution for creating the consistency in sensor node density. The movement of sensor nodes in random deployment is addressed in [61] , [65] , [68] , and [69] . The work in [65] 
The sensor nodes in mobile WSNs have the ability to move in order to enhance overall coverage. The movement of sensor nodes in random deployment is addressed by Wang et al. [69] . The authors proposed three Voronoi based distributed selfdeployment algorithms to move mobile sensor nodes from a redundantly covered region to uncovered region in an iterative way. The Vector-based algorithm moves the sensor nodes from high density to low density region on the FoI. The algorithm moves a sensor node from its current position to a new position or destination only if the movement increases the local coverage within its Voronoi cell. If local coverage is not increased, the sensor node selected the middle point position as new position, where the middle point is the point between its current location and the destination. Such middle point acts as the current location in next iteration of the algorithm. The proposed algorithm iteratively runs till the region is not covered or movement of sensor nodes does not increase the coverage of the FoI.
In the mobile WSNs, the number of neighboring and the locations are changed with time. Therefore, the communication overhead for maintaining the connectivity in the mobile WSNs, is very high as compare to the static WSNs. Liao et al. [7] addressed the connectivity problem in mobile WSNs. The proposed work illustrated the impact of the mobility of sensor nodes on coverage and connectivity. The authors used clique partition and Voronoi partition for estimating the minimum required movement of the sensor nodes for the desired level of target coverage and network connectivity. Habibi et al. [2] used a gradient-based nonlinear optimization approach to find a target point for each sensor node such that the local coverage increases as much as possible. Let i , D(ξ i ), and ∅(q) denote the Voronoi polygon (or cell) of sensor node s i , sensing region of s i , and priority function of a target point q, respectively. The authors addressed the following coverage maximization problem:
Abbasi et al. [4] addressed the coverage problem in mobile WSNs. The proposed approach ensures the local optimum coverage over the blankets leading to the partitioning of the dynamic region by dividing it into multiple subregions associated with multiple deployed agents. The work in [5] and [60] investigated the effect of measurement error on the desired level of coverage of the FoI in mobile WSNs. Habibi et al. [5] also presented a distributed deployment strategy, which uses information on error bounds in order to move the sensor nodes to appropriate locations. Qiu et al. [3] proposed a Distributed Voronoi-based Cooperation (DVOC) mechanism for full coverage using mobile sensor nodes. In this scheme, each sensor node builds its own local k-order Voronoi diagrams and helps other nodes to detect holes within their own diagrams. Let a random point p in the given region . The randomly deployed WSN consists S homogeneous sensor nodes. The authors say that the region is k-covered by the deployed sensor nodes if ∀p ∈ , ∃S ⊆ S, where |S| ≥ k s.t. p ∈ i∈S D(s i ) (6) Table 3 illustrates the computation geometry based approaches for solving the coverage problems.
B. PROBABILISTIC APPROACHES FOR COVERAGE IN WSNs
In random deployment, the sensor nodes are deployed uniformly at random in the FoI. Let N number of sensor nodes are uniformly and independently scattered in the region and location of sensor nodes can be modulated by a stationary Poisson point process. The density of Poisson point process is denoted as λ, which equals to the ratio of the sensor nodes to the area of the FoI , i.e. λ = N /| |. When N is large, the number of sensor nodes in the region (denoted as n), will be Poisson distributed with parameter λ :
The exiting research work based on the probabilistic approaches used Eq. 7 for solving the coverage problem in WSNs.
1) MAXIMIZING NETWORK LIFETIME
Tian and Georganas [78] proposed a sleep-scheduling algorithm, which reduces energy consumption by making some redundant sensor nodes fall asleep. Authors proposed three off-duty eligibility schemes for selecting the redundant nodes in the WSN. The proposed schemes are location-free and do not need location information during the scheduling of sensor nodes. The Neighbor Number Based (NNB) scheme makes a given sensor node as an off-duty node if it is covered by their neighbors. NNB scheme used the distance of neighbors to calculate the intersection area of the given sensor node and its neighbors. The nearest-neighbor based scheme used only the number of neighbors to calculate the intersection area of a given sensor and its neighbors by using composite Simpsons rule. The probability-based sensor node scheduling scheme used the Poisson process to verify that a sensor node is eligible for off-duty or not. The scheme does not need to know any kind of neighbor information to determine its status. This feature reduces the communication cost to VOLUME 6, 2018 coordinate the scheduling between neighboring sensor nodes. However, it does not ensure the full coverage of the FoI. As compared to the nearest-neighbor based scheme, the NNB scheme generates more off-duty sensor nodes for the desired coverage. Therefore, the NNB prolongs, more lifetime of the network as compared with others. Gupta et al. [18] addressed the following problem: How to identify the sensing region of a sensor node that is overlapped with its neighbor sensor nodes in three-dimensional WSNs?. The proposed work considered fault-tolerant WSNs, i.e., each event in the given region is simultaneously monitored by atleast k sensor nodes, where k ≥ 1. The work also relaxed the assumption of the equal monitoring and communication radii and therefore suitable for heterogeneous WSNs. Let R(p, S i ) denotes the communication range and the sensing region of a sensor node s i in three-dimensional WSNs, where S i denotes the sensing range of the sensor node. The communication range of the sensor node is denoted by C i . The authors assumed the random deployment of sensor nodes and used the probabilistic method to determine the overlapping sensing region of a sensor node with their neighboring sensor nodes. The probability of a point q which is covered by a sensing node s i also within the sensing region of neighbour sensor node s j is calculated as
The authors calculated that the expected sensing volume of s i wherein each point q ∈ R(s i , S i ), is covered by at least k neighbours is given by
Authors used the above probabilistic redundancy to estimate that each event in the FoI, is simultaneously monitored by k active sensor by using Lemma 1. Authors also proposed a distributed protocol for scheduling the redundant sensor nodes to sleep which does not require any geographical information. [18] .
Lemma 1: Consider a 3D heterogeneous WSN with a large density of sensor nodes deployed uniformly at random, independent of each other, and the FoI should be k-covered. If the expected sensing volume of s i , 1 ≤ i ≤ t, which is also covered by at least k neighbours, is equal to its sensing volume then, s i is redundant for k-coverage with a high probability
Di and Georganas [79] addressed the problem for reducing the energy consumption while maintaining the desired quality of services of WSNs. The proposed method used the location information of the sensor nodes. Each sensor node collects the location information of their neighbor sensor nodes for estimating the redundant sensor region. Fig. 10 illustrates that   FIGURE 10 . Illustration of a point q which is covered by a sensing node s i also within the sensing region of neighbour sensor node s j . Part (a) of the figure shows sensor nodes s i and s j and a point q inside its sensing region of s i . Part (b) shows the overlapping sensing region between sensor node s i and its neighbor sensor node [18] . a point q which is inside a sensing node also covered by its neighbour sensor node. The authors defined the network lifetime as maximum possible time when the network is able to provide the services. The network lifetime is divided into the rounds. The duration of each round is fixed. A sensor node collects the information about their neighbors and estimates the redundantly sensing region of the sensor node. Such redundant sensing region is called the sponsored section of the sensor node. A sensor node is redundant for coverage if the entire sensing region of the sensor node is covered by its neighbor sensor nodes. Fig. 11 illustrates that the sensor node s 1 is a redundant sensor node. The redundant sensor node broadcasts the sleep message and turns its sensing radio off. Before the beginning of a new round, all sensor nodes come in active state and repeat the above process. The proposed method prolongs the life of network using the sleep and active states of the sensor nodes. The main limitation of the proposed work is that it considered only coverage of the FoI. The network connectivity is also an important issue in WSNs which is not considered in this work.
2) CRITICAL SENSOR DENSITY OF SENSOR NODES
The Critical Sensor Density of sensor nodes (CSD) is the ratio of the sensor nodes required for monitoring the FoI to the area of the FoI. The CSD helps to estimate the cost of the WSNs for the desired level of monitoring and connectivity. Zhang and Hou [80] assumed that the shape of the FoI is squared with d side length. The authors proposed the analysis for estimating the CSD for k-coverage of the FoI. Authors assumed that the deployment of sensor nodes uses Poisson point processes. The main limitation of the proposed work is that it does not consider the border effects of the FoI. They assumed that the FoI is Toroidal shaped, which is not relevant to the practical application scenarios. The CSD is given by log d 2 + (k + 1)log log d 2 + c(d) and c(d) → ∞ is the necessary and sufficient condition for the desired k level coverage of d side length squared shaped FoI.
Kumar et al. [81] proposed the analysis for estimating the number of sensor nodes for desired level of monitoring. Authors assumed that the redundant sensor nodes are eligible for sleep state. The authors studied asymptotic k-coverage and found that the coverage depends on the value of the function
where n is the large number of sensor nodes and p is the probability that a sensor node is active. The authors used three different deployment models for deriving the sufficient value of npπR 2 s log(np) for ensuring the full coverage. The authors proved that each point in the FoI is simultaneously monitored by k sensor nodes with high probability if
+ k log log(np) /log(np), (11) where n is the large number of sensor nodes. The deployment of sensor nodes in WSNs are assumed to a Poisson point process that followed by a Bernoulli-style active and inactive process. In a large value of n, the Bernoulli process is still a Poisson point process. Therefore, a FoI is k-covered if
The deterministic deployment of sensor nodes assumes that the sensor nodes are manually deployed in the FoI. Some WSNs application scenarios assume that the deterministic deployment required more number sensor nodes than random deployment in WSNs for desired coverage and connectivity [82] . The authors assumed that all sensor nodes are the same type and the sensing region equals to the unity. Let the area of the FoI is denoted by A, where A → ∞. They proved that the FoI is k-covered if np = log A + 2k log log A+c(A), (−log(1−p))n/A = log A+2k log logA+ 2 √ −2πlog A log(1 − p) + c(A), c(A) → ∞, and A → ∞. In this paper, authors used the linearity property of expectations and Markov inequality. To characterize the coverage properties of large-scale randomly distributed WSNs, the authors assumed the boolean sensing model, where probability of monitoring of an event is equal to unity or zero [83] . They defined three coverage measures: area coverage, node coverage, and detectability. Authors proved that if the density of sensor nodes are less, the ratio of redundant sensor nodes that can be turned off without reducing coverage area is small.
3) MOBILITY IN WSNs
Chellappan et al. [84] introduced flip-based sensor nodes for coverage of the given FoI. The flip-based sensor nodes can partially mobile sensor nodes, i.e., a flip-based sensor node moves from the deployed location to a fixed destination location once in their life. After this movement, the sensor node converts in static sensor node. The advantage of such sensor nodes is to reduce the communication overhead for maintaining the connectivity in the network. The work proposed sensor node mobility technique for enhancing the coverage of the FoI. Chellappan et al. [85] extended the work and proposed a distributed heuristic algorithm for making the equal sensor node density in the whole FoI. The work in [84] and [85] has the limitation that they do not ensure the optimality of the movement of sensor nodes and coverage of the FoI.
A Hybrid network structure known as push-relabel structure is used by Wang et al. [86] . The Hybrid network consists static and mobile sensor nodes in the network. The authors defined a term over-provisioning factor, which is the ratio of the sum of densities of static and mobile sensor nodes to a constant k. Here k is desired level of coverage in the FoI. The proposed work used the kinematics of flow, i.e., the excess flow of nodes recursively moves to the lower height nodes or low density region. The algorithm initially divides the whole network area into equal size of square cells. Then, mobile and static sensor nodes in the same cell i communicate with each other to compute the required static sensor nodes n i , mobile sensor nodes m i , and vacancies v i = [k − n i ] + for k-coverage of the FoI. A sensor node works as a coordinator of the cell that stores the necessary information during the algorithm execution. A cell consists input and output vertices and height of vertices in neighboring cells. The cell used the push-relabel algorithm and estimates the movement of the mobile sensor nodes from the current cell to neighbor cell. Such movement depends on the in-flow and out-flow of the cells. Let L be the side length of a square shaped FoI. We summarize the main results of this paper as follows: (i) The static sensor node density should increase as O(k log log L + log L) for k-coverage of the FoI, (ii) In all-mobile sensor networks, sensor density should increase as O(k) and the maximum distance for the mobile sensor nodes is O( Some monitoring applications of WSNs consist harddeadline, where the event must be detected in the given deadline. Such hard-deadline is known as Maximum Allowable Response (MAR) time in the literature [1] . Gupta et al. [1] assumed that the mobile sensor nodes are moving in a given three-dimensional FoI. The volume of the FoI is lenght(l) × width(b) × height(h). The main objective of the work is to calculate the critical sensor density of mobile sensor nodes in the FoI, so that a randomly generated event must be in VOLUME 6, 2018 the sensing range of atleast one sensor node in the given MAR time. The work in this paper considered the border effects. A sensor node in mobile WSNs covers more region as compare with static sensing region. Fig 12 illustrates the monitoring region of a mobile sensor node in time T with velocity V . The sampling rate of the sensor node, denoted by τ , the number of samples collected by a sensor in unit time. As we have discussed that the border effects reduces useful sensing range of the sensor nodes. Parts (b), (c), and (d) of Fig. 13 illustrate the border region of the FoI. The authors estimated the sensing region of the mobile sensor nodes when it lies in the border region of the FoI. Next, used the estimated sensing region for calculating coverage ratio of the FoI. Finally, author estimated the required number of mobile sensor nodes by using the coverage ratio and the sensing region of the sensor nodes as given in Theorem 1. [1] . The minimum number of sensor nodes for the monitoring the events in time T is given by
Theorem 1: Given a hyper-rectangle-shaped FoI , T , V , τ , and expected coverage ratio E[η T ] ≥ α. Let E[ , t] and E[ r, t] are effective sensing volume and sensing range of a sensor at time t, respectively
, Table 4 illustrates the probabilistic approaches for solving the coverage problems in WSNs.
V. COVERAGE AND CONNECTIVITY (CAC) IN WSNs
Previous section reviewed the existing work that focuses mainly on monitoring of the events in the given region. The communication of the sensory data from sensor nodes to the sink is also an important issue of the research in WSNs [9] - [11] . In this section, we review the existing work that are used to solve the Coverage and Connectivity (CaC) problem in WSNs. Table 5 illustrates the existing work of solving the CaC problem in WSNs.
A. MAXIMIZING NETWORK LIFETIME
An integrated Coverage and Connectivity configuration Protocol (CCP) is proposed by Xing et al. [21] . The protocol provides the k level of monitoring of the FoI with k connectivity in the network, where k ≥ 1. The protocol can be changed the level of monitoring based on the requirement of the applications in connected WSNs. The main objective of this work is to prolong the lifetime of a connected WSN. The proposed method for estimating the redundancy of a sensor node checked whether the intersection point of the parameter of the sensing region are covered or not. A sensor node is a redundant sensor node if all intersection points of the parameter is covered by neighbor sensor nodes. A scheduling mechanism is used in the protocol to activate sensor nodes. Initially, all sensor nodes in the network remain in OFF state. Each sensor node executes an algorithm named as eligibility algorithm, to decide if it should go to ON state, or to stay back in OFF state. The authors proved that if the transmission range is at least two times the sensing range of a sensor node then coverage verification is sufficient for connectivity. Most of the proposed solutions for solving the CaC problem work only for homogeneous WSNs. The heterogeneity is also an important issue in designing of a WSN. Gupta et al. [20] considered heterogeneous WSNs for partial coverage of the FoI. In such application, some region of the FoI is required to be monitored by the deployed different types of sensor nodes. Here, sensor nodes can be classified based on the sensing and communication radii. The authors estimated the redundancy of the sensor nodes and turned them sleep state for reducing the energy consumption of the heterogeneous WSNs. The proposed work shown that a sensor node is a redundant sensor node if the redundancy degree of the sensor node is greater than the coverage ratio of the FoI. The work considered the listen state for handling the black hole in the FoI, i.e., to remove the scenario where two neighbor redundant sensor nodes simultaneously try to switch in sleep state.
A distributed and localized algorithm known as Optimal Geographic Density Control (OGDC) is proposed by Zhang and Hou [108] for maximizing the number of sleeping sensor nodes while ensuring that each event must be FIGURE 14. Illustration of a sleep scheduling cycle of a sensor node [20] . monitored in a connected WSN. OGDC algorithm considered the following design issues: monitoring of the FoI, connectivity in the network, and prolong the lifetime of the network. The work shown that a sensor network that covered a FoI must be connected if sensing range is less than the half of the communication range [108] . The parameter of sensor nodes divided into a grid and check whether the center point of the grid is covered or not. A sensor node is redundant and eligible for sleeping if the grid points are covered by its neighbor sensor nodes. Each time when a sensor node hears a power-on message, it updates the bitmap. The sensor checks whether its grid points are covered or not. The sensor nodes change the state from sleep to active or still in sleep state. Fig. 14 illustrates a sleep scheduling cycle of a sensor node.
Complete coverage of the FoI assumes that each event in the FoI is monitored by at least one sensor node. Some applications of WSNs do not require complete coverage of the FoI. Example of such applications are environmental information monitoring, forest temperature monitoring, or river water level monitoring, where each point of the FoI is not required to monitor. Such applications require partial coverage of the given region where the coverage ratio of the FoI is less than unity. Gupta and Rao [33] presented a Demand-Based Coverage and Connectivity-preserving Routing (DBCCR) protocol for maintaining the required level of monitoring of the FoI in a connected WSN. Fig. 15 illustrates the proposed DBCCR protocol. To reduce the power consumption, the proposed work adjusts the sensing range based on the requirement of the coverage. A sensor node changes ON and OFF states based on the requirement of the users. The protocol uses relay sensor nodes based technique, known as local route optimization with power control, for reducing the energy consumption during transmission of sensory data. The proposed work does not require any center control or location information of sensor nodes for maintaining the coverage of the FoI in a connected WSN.
B. CRITICAL SENSOR DENSITY OF SENSOR NODES
The authors in [29] and [109] - [117] proposed the methods to estimate the critical sensor density of sensor nodes for solving CaC problem in omni-dimensional WSNs. Gupta et al. [12] solved the CaC problem for directional WSNs. A directional WSN consists the sensor nodes whose sensing region is bounded in a given direction. The directional sensor node cannot be detected the targets in other directions, even the distance between the target and the sensor node in not more than the sensing range of the sensor node. Gupta et al. [12] considered a three-dimensional WSN scenario where the directional sensor nodes (e.g., camera sensor) are randomly deployed in a given three-dimensional FoI. The sensing region of such sensor nodes is a threedimensional sector. The proposed work considered the following issues: heterogeneity in sensing and communication regions, fault-tolerant sensor nodes, k-coverage of the FoI, and m-connectivity of the network. The authors presented the analysis for desired level of coverage and connectivity in directional three-dimensional WSNs. The authors used the analysis and presented a minimum cost network algorithm for fault-tolerant WSNs. Let the volume of a three-dimensional FoI and the sensing region are and E[φ j ], respectively. Let E[η k ] denote the ratio of the volume of the region that is simultaneously monitored by k sensor nodes to the volume of the FoI. The authors estimated E[η k ] and given by The authors derived the analysis for m network connectivity, where each sensor node has m disjoint path from the sensor node to the sink node. 
Finally, the authors used Eqs. 13 and 14 for estimating the cost of the network. Therefore, the network cost is given by
Gupta et al. [109] proposed an algorithm that selects minimum number already connected sensor nodes for coverage of the FoI. The algorithm iteratively selects a path of sensor nodes that are connected to an already selected sensor node until the region is not covered. Zhou et al. [110] solved the CaC problem as monitoring and m-connectivity problem. An energy-efficient approach which employs adjustable sensing range at each sensor node is proposed by Cardei and Wu [111] . The authors used linear programming and greedy techniques for solving the CaC problem. Huang and Tseng [112] used the term parameter coverage to verify the coverage of the FoI. The authors proved that each point in the FoI is covered by k sensor nodes only if the parameter of a randomly selected sensor node is overlapped by k sensor nodes. Fig. 16 shows that the sensor node s 1 is candidate for its three direct neighbors. Further, Huang et al. [113] extended the k-perimeter-coverage method and developed the decentralized energy efficient solution for determining the level of coverage and connectivity of WSNs, by putting some sensor nodes in sleep mode and turning their communication radio in OFF state. The main limitation of this work is that it is applicable only if the location of all sensor nodes are different. Li and Gao [114] investigated two new heuristic approaches named as greedy-selection and greedy-selectionadjustable for providing k-joint and disjoint cover sets of a FoI and reducing the energy consumption of WSNs. The main idea behind this work is to recursively create the sensor node sets by selecting the sensor nodes from lowest sensor density. Ammari and Das [115] developed a new method to solve the minimum connected k-coverage (MCCk) problem. The proposed method can be divided into the following two parts: divide the sensing region and non-redundant sensor node scheduling. In the divide the sensing region, a sensor node is decomposed into equal size subregions. The sensing region of a sensor node is divided into six and twelve subregions in two-dimensional and three-dimensional WSNs, respectively. The authors proved that a sensor node is redundant for k coverage of the FoI only if each subregion consists atleast k sensor nodes. In the non-redundant sensor node scheduling part, each sensor node checks whether it is redundant or not. If a sensor is redundant then change its state into sleep state else stay in active state. The authors proposed centralized and distributed sleep scheduling protocols without any location information of sensor nodes. A local information based distributed algorithm for full coverage of the FoI is proposed by Aslam and Robertson [29] . The idea of this work is to select a minimum number of sensor nodes such that the selected nodes are sufficient for coverage of the FoI.
C. OUTSIDE DEPLOYMENT OF SENSOR NODES
Due to small size, fast memory, long battery lifetime, and other advancement in sensor nodes, the WSNs find their applications in different scenarios. As we have seen in this survey paper, most of the scenarios are required that the sensor nodes are monitored the deployed region. However, some scenarios are required that the sensor nodes are monitored outside the deployed region. Example of such scenarios are water surface monitoring, transport monitoring, or region border monitoring. In such application scenarios of WSNs, the sensor nodes are randomly or deterministic deployed outside the region for monitoring the region that is nearby the deployed region. Fig. 17 illustrates that the sensor nodes are FIGURE 18 . An application of TINet prototype [119] .
FIGURE 19.
Illustration of deployment of sensor nodes using triangle, hexagon, and square patterns [27] .
deployed in gray color region for monitoring the black color road region. The black color road is the interesting FoI for monitoring using outside deployed WSNs. In such scenarios, some part of the sensing region of the sensor nodes are only useful for monitoring the FoI.
Gupta et al. [119] considered the scenario where sensor nodes are monitored the nearby region of the deployed region as shown in Fig. 17 . The authors assumed that the sensor nodes are randomly deployed. Such deployment helps to reduce the deployed time of WSNs. The objective of this work is k-coverage of the nearby deployed region using outside deployed sensor nodes. Authors also considered the connectivity in the network. They proposed an analysis for estimating the number of sensor nodes for desired level of monitoring in a connected WSN. Authors developed a prototype system to demonstrate the correctness of the proposed work. The prototype system is called Traffic Information acquisition system based on wireless sensor Network (TINet) as shown in Fig. 17 . Zigbee and WiFi communication technologies are used for communicating the sensory data from sensor nodes to relay and relay to base station, respectively. The prototype counts the number of vehicles, moving direction, and classify the vehicles. Fig. 18 illustrates an application scenario where a vehicle changes the moving direction and detected by the TINet.
D. REGULAR DEPLOYMENT OF SENSOR NODES FOR CaC PROBLEM
As we have discussed that the deployment of sensor nodes can be classified into random and deterministic methods.
The random deployed of sensor nodes takes less time to deploy the WSNs in the FoI. However, the random deployment requires a large number of sensor nodes as compare with deterministic deployment for the same level of coverage of the given region and connectivity in WSNs. Gupta et al. [27] illustrate the advantages of deterministic deployment of sensor nodes in a given region. The authors used three possible regular deployment patters, i.e., triangle, hexagon, and square. The proposed work is suitable for different level of coverage and connectivity in the WSNs as shown in Fig. 19 . The authors used the Voronoi diagram to check whether the regularly deployed sensor nodes are sufficient for the coverage and connectivity. They proposed an algorithm to estimate the positions of the sensor nodes in the FoI. The vertices of the patterns in Fig. 19 , denoted by blue color filled circle, are the estimated locations of the sensor nodes. The proposed work also illustrated the impact of the border effects and other practical challenges on the deployment of the sensor nodes.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the existing work on monitoring the FoI and connectivity in WSNs. Based on the requirement of monitoring of the targets, coverage can be classified into three categories: area coverage, point coverage, and barrier coverage. We mainly focused on area coverage of the FoI in this work. The research work for estimating the sensing coverage in the FoI using the deployed sensor nodes in WSNs has been studied and summarized. We described issues and challenges for designing the coverage and connectivity preserving computation geometry and probabilistic based approaches. We considered the essential design issues such as type of sensor nodes, deployment region, shape of the FoI, and border effects. In addition to that impact of sensing models binary and probabilistic for sensing the FoI has been objectively discussed. Table 6 summarizes some selected problem statements and existing solutions that we have discussed in this paper.
The survey shows that most of research work assumed that the sensor nodes are deployed in two-dimensional WSNs, homogeneous sensor nodes, and the infinity boundary of FoI for avoiding border effects. However, the practical applications scenarios of WSNs require that the sensor nodes are deployed in three-dimensional FoI, heterogeneous sensor nodes, and fixed size FoI. The gap between the existing work and practical applications requirements needs to be addressed in future research.
